Four Years Straight: No Rate Change

NYSIR subscriber districts and BOCES got
some more good news recently, courtesy of
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their own tight fiscal management. For a
remarkable fourth year in a row, the
reciprocal’s board of governors voted
to keep rates unchanged for each line
of insurance coverage for
the 2018-2019 policy year.
The decision to hold
rates flat was based on a
combination of NYSIR’s
solid overall financial
position, cost control,
reduced frequency of
claims and close consideration
of budgetary restraints faced
by virtually all of NYSIR’s
district and BOCES members.

“This,” reminded NYSIR Executive
Director Bob Lulley, “is why public
educators formed NYSIR to begin with –
so they could get the kinds of costeffective coverages they need the most.”
His reference was to NYSIR’s original
formation back in 1989, during a period
when the astronomical
cost of mandatory
insurance coverage forced
some school districts to
spend 60 cents of every
dollar in state education
aid on insurance.
“That mindset – to provide
comprehensive, stably
priced property and
casualty insurance for
Continued on page 2.
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NO RATE CHANGE, CONTINUED
Continued from front page.

New York public schools – remains an
integral part of our mission statement,”
adds Lulley, “even to this day.”

A CORE DISCIPLINE
Effective rate-making is a fundamental
part of the insurance underwriting
discipline, he explains,
and is essential to
maintaining the
financial health of the
reciprocal. Initial rates,
and all subsequent
requests for changes, are
subject to the approval
of the New York State
Department of Financial
Services.

Effective ratemaking is a
fundamental part
of the insurance
underwriting
discipline and
is essential to
maintaining the
financial health of
the reciprocal.

In addition, specific
renewal premiums for
each NYSIR member
are determined by current in-force
rates, as well as changes in property
values, vehicle schedules, average daily
attendance and other risk characteristics
of individual districts or BOCES.
While overall rates will remain flat for yet
another year, “territorial rating analyses
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have the potential to shift rates around
the state,” according to Lulley. The board
looks at each of its five lines of business,
he notes, and then determines annually
whether rates
in general go
up or down.
On top of that,
management
periodically
evaluates rates
throughout the
state to see
if they need
to be adjusted
in terms of differential. In other words,
NYSIR considers what’s happening
in terms of claims and underwriting in
particular areas, and may amend
rates to reflect those parameters.
Subscribers can contact their NYSIR
representatives for member-specific
premium information.

ENTERPRISE RISK
MANAGEMENT
Besides keeping rates the same, the
board also voted on a business-wide
enterprise risk management (ERM) plan.
It’s the first time in NYSIR’s history that
a formal ERM strategy has been adopted
and implemented.
The plan, overseen directly by the
board and championed by both the state
Department of Finance and industry
analyst A.M. Best, contemplates shortand long-term exposure to financial
market corrections, cyber-security risks
and natural catastrophes.
Continued on page 8.
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More... For no more.

Here’s a fact
most reasonable
people won’t
debate: The
universe is
expanding.
Just ask
your friendly
neighborhood
astrophysicist.

E-CIRCUITS

At the beginning
of the year, for
instance, NYSIR
members started
receiving improved equipment
breakdown coverage to help offset
the cost of replacing electronic
circuitry in impaired school
machinery and IT systems. The
policy endorsement applies to a
service called TechAdvantage™,
provided at no
additional premium
charge through
the Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection
and Insurance
Company, one of NYSIR’s
reinsurance partners.

Here’s another
undebatable
fact: NYSIR’s
universe of
insurance
coverages is
expanding,
too. Just ask
subscriber
school districts
and BOCES.

“Almost all modern equipment
relies on some type of microelectronics,” says NYSIR
Underwriting Director Fred
Black, citing as just one example safeguard
control units in school boilers. Because
many electronic components are so small,
he explains, any damage done to them
can be nearly impossible to detect, either
visually or diagnostically.

“NYSIR’s new TechAdvantage endorsement includes coverage for electronic
circuitry impairment when direct
damage to covered equipment isn’t
readily apparent,” according to Black.
“Coverage can be triggered when your
equipment suddenly stops working
and function is restored when a part
containing electronic circuitry is replaced.”
For more information about the reciprocal’s
new value-added circuitry impairment
coverage, subscribers can contact their
designated NYSIR insurance representatives.

FLOODING

With more than
70 percent of the
planet covered in
it, water is bound to do some damage
every once in a while, and in anticipation
of that, most NYSIR members purchase
a base limit of $1 million in excess flood
coverage as part and parcel of their
Continued on page 8.
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Chike Heverly
Charles ‘Chike’ Heverly is the
client company manager for
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
and Insurance Company (HSB),
a NYSIR specialty reinsurer. HSB
provides support for equipment
breakdown, data compromise and
cyber-liability coverages. HSB
became a member of Munich Re
Group in 2009 and celebrated 150
years in business in 2016. The
company performs required jurisdictional inspection
of more than 4,500 boiler and pressure vessels that are
part of the school facilities associated with NYSIR.

What’s your hometown?

I grew up as an Army
brat and lived in multiple spots growing
up. High school was in Heidelberg, Germany.
I now live in Kennett Square, PA, which people
might not know is the Mushroom Capital of
the World.

How long have you been involved with NYSIR? HSB
has been working with NYSIR since 1998.
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I have been
working with
NYSIR and the
folks at Wright Risk
Management since 2007.

What’s one thing you would like
people to know about NYSIR? NYSIR is a solid
organization with strong leadership that delivers
significant value to its subscribers.

What’s your favorite movie or book? I’m not sure
about favorite, but I recently enjoyed seeing
The Post, with Meryl Streep and Tom Hanks, and
reading Origin by Dan Brown.

What’s your favorite cereal? Cinnamon Toast Crunch
Heverly has been married for 32 years and has
two grown children who both have big events
coming up. “My son and his wife are expecting
a baby any day now – our first grandchild,” says
Heverly. “My daughter just got engaged and the
wedding is in October.”

Susan Ciervo Boyle
Susan Ciervo Boyle is Senior
Risk Control Specialist for
NYSIR and has been involved with
the reciprocal for almost 24 years.

What’s your hometown?
Dix Hills, NY

What’s one thing you would like
people to know about NYSIR? We’re
not like other insurance companies.
NYSIR offers quality service in a timely
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manner and is eager to
help clients. We help school
districts ensure that their
buildings and grounds are
safe for students, staff and
visitors. We also attend
many district-wide safety
committee meetings, and
advise about various safety
issues typically found in
schools, as well as health and safety issues
in the community.
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What’s your favorite
part of the job? I truly
enjoy meeting with
clients, assisting
them with various
safety concerns and
providing training.

What’s your favorite song? “The Mighty
Jungle” by The Tokens. It’s appropriate, since
I’m a Leo and I love lions.

Doug Miller

What’s your favorite pizza topping?
Mushrooms! Not only do I love lions, but
I also love veggies.
Boyle and her husband Kevin have been
married for 22 years and have three
teenagers − Alex, Kayla and Sarah.
Boyle adds that they “always have at least
one rescue pet.” Currently they have
one dog, Baylee, and two cats, Kibby
and Kibble.

Doug Miller is principal
of Miller Communications
Inc., a corporate and
marketing communications
consultancy that’s worked
closely with NYSIR since
2006, helping the organization
in the creation and
production of its annual
reports, quarterly newsletters,
advertising campaigns and web content.

already know this, but for potential subscribers
it’s something that can’t be emphasized enough.
Customer service at NYSIR is extraordinary.
I’ve worked for dozens of companies and
corporations with names you know, and I’ve
rarely seen an organization more serious than
NYSIR about serving and satisfying its clients.

How did you get into the business you’re in?

OK. What’s Folie a Deux?

I graduated from St. Lawrence University
with a degree in government, thinking maybe
the law was my future. The lackluster job
market and tedious college loans quickly
clarified the weak spots in that strategy,
at which point I went to Penn State for a
master’s degree in journalism… so I could
write newspaper articles about the lackluster
job market and tedious college loans. From
there I went into corporate communications.

What’s one thing you’ve observed about NYSIR
over the years that people might not know? School
districts and BOCES that belong to NYSIR

What’s one of your favorite things to do in the winter?
Sit in front of a flame-filled fireplace with a glass
of Folie a Deux.
It’s a red zinfandel.
It means something like ‘shared madness.’

What’s something you don’t want people to know
about you? That I collect Scrooge McDuck
comic books. Hey. Wait a minute. That was a
trick question, wasn’t it…
Miller and his wife Anne live in frayedcuff gentility about an hour and a quarter
outside New York City, where they generally
go unnoticed by the neighbors. That is,
until the FedEx truck arrives with the latest
installment from the Wall Street Journal
wine club.
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It’s a complicated enterprise. Faculty. Staff.
Students. Supplies. Transportation. Buildings and grounds. With seemingly a
thousand things demanding attention all at once, risk management is bound to slip
to the bottom of the list every once in a while, right? Here’s why it shouldn’t, and
why it’s important to remember…

Whether it’s large or small, everyone has
some kind of job to do, and a part-time
custodian at a NYSIR
member school
decided at least
one component
of hers was to
work her way
into a full-time
position. When
that didn’t go
as planned,
she sued for
discrimination,
automatically
making the
job of legal
defense −
you guessed it −
NYSIR’s.

have to skip lunch, the woman applied for
the position.

A part-time
custodian at a
NYSIR member
school decided
at least one
component of
her job was to
work her way
into a full-time
position. When
that didn’t go
as planned,
she sued for
discrimination.

In an historical
case from
NYSIR’s Claims
Department, an
Hispanic woman had
been working for a
number of years as a substitute custodian
at a NYSIR-insured high school when a
full-time custodial position opened up.
Despite hearing from the head custodian
that the job covered a large area, required
complicated set-up and clean-up, and
often was so time-consuming that she’d
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GENDER BIAS?
She was one of two women and three
men who entered into a three-stage
interview process, and advanced all the
way to the final round. But ultimately
a male candidate considered to be more
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qualified by a
selection committee
was given the
job. Disappointed
at losing the
opportunity, she
filed a complaint
with the Equal
Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) alleging
gender discrimination, interpreting
the head custodian’s original
statement as a suggestion that a
woman couldn’t handle the job.
While a resolution to her EEOC
filing was still pending, though,
another opening became
available and she was
appointed to a fulltime custodial position,
where she worked
without complaint.
Unfortunately,
budgetary constraints
at the school led to a
staff restructuring, and
after about eight
months the woman lost
her job altogether.

in federal court
for a settlement
of $350,000.
Her allegation:
firstly, the
school had
retaliated against
her because
she had filed
an EEOC complaint, and, secondly, it had
discriminated based on her ethnicity
and gender.
Representing the district at trial, NYSIR’s
legal team argued that the head
custodian’s original statement did not
derive from any discriminatory intent and
that the candidate selected for
the full-time job had, indeed,
been better qualified. With
respect to the plaintiff’s later
termination, the defense
maintained the cause was
strictly budgetary, pointing
out that other employees
also had lost their jobs
because of budget cuts.

NYSIR’s legal
team argued
that the head
custodian’s
original
statement did
not derive
from any
discriminatory
intent and
THE JOB
OF THE JURY
that the
candidate
Although she turned
down a different position
selected for
offered to her by the district and
the fulldid eventually find comparable
time job
employment, the woman –
claiming her termination caused had, indeed,
her to experience significant
been better
depression and anxiety − sued
qualified.

Ultimately, the jury agreed
and issued a verdict in
favor of the school district.

THE LESSON?
When it comes to school
district jobs, always make
sure they go to the most
qualified candidate. And that,
of course, includes the job of
defense counsel.
It could happen to you. n
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FLOODING

overall insurance
package. The
NYSIR Board of Governors recently
expanded that package, too, by
providing subscribers with an extra,
no-cost endorsement covering
pre-emptive measures taken to limit
potential flood damage.
The upshot? School districts and
BOCES soon will be covered for the
cost of implementing anticipatory
flood protection procedures such as
buying and placing sandbags and
removing property to higher, safer

ground. The new, value-added
coverage, which is meant to
encourage schools to manage
risk now and save later, also
applies to removal of debris following
a flood.
Member districts and BOCES will soon
be contacted by NYSIR’s Underwriting
Department with further details.
By the way, subscribers with excess
flood insurance get earthquake
coverage, too… all – you guessed it –
at no additional charge. n

Four Years Straight: No Rate Change
The board also voted to renew NYSIR’s
contract with Wright Risk
Management (WRM)
for an additional five
years. WRM has provided
claims management, risk
management, underwriting
services and marketing
expertise to NYSIR since the
reciprocal’s inception.
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Additionally, board members renewed
NYSIR’s lease of satellite office
space in the Albany headquarters
of the New York State Association
of School Business Officials, and
approved continued funding for the
New York State Council of School
Superintendents’ Women’s Initiative
and the School Administrators
Association of New York State. n

